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I. Basic concepts

1. Preliminary definitions

Let X be a set and 1, the set of all finite sequences of elements of X-
If (§r, ...,€*) and. (4, ,...,'I*) are trvo elements of ?* then rl''e d-efine

lhefu producf as the concatenation

(f, ,.. ., E^)('lr, "',?l^): (år, "', €o,Tr, "' ,?l^)'

With respect to the multiplication thus defined, -F* is a semi-group, more

precisely, tlne free sern'i-grouyt generated, bA X. If v'e identify the element'

6 of X rvith the sequence (§), we haYe

(€r, €r,. .','t-,) : (ter)(§r). .' (6") : €r€r "' €.'

Thus we always rvrite the elements of F * without commas and parentheses"

trYe say that the length of the sequence §r . . . €* is n.

The free semi-grougt toith i,clentity generated, by X, l§'r, is formed by
adjoining to F* lhe emptty sequellce e, the length of which is 0 and which
satisfies the condition that fbr any element u of lYy, "1:: re: tn.

Two sequences §r. . . se, and 4r. ..T* a,re considered' equal if n : m

and §r:\; for all z: I,...,rt. The empt';'seqnence is not, equal to
eny sequence of non-zero lengt'h.

An alphabef is a nonempty finite set. The elements of an alphabet are

called letters or characters. Sometimes an alphabet is also called a uocabulary.

Aword, o.rrer an alphabet tr' is air element of Wn. We shall use lower
case italic letters to denote v'orcls.

The word m contuins the rrord y if there exist tu'o words u atd' w
such that r : a'Au. We also say that y occurs in r.

2. Grammars

A contert-free granxnxclr is a quadruple G: (Y ,T ,P,S), where

7 is an alphabet,,
? is a proper subset of V; we will denote 7\7 by -l[,
P is a finite set of ordered pairs (U ,u), where U is an element of

.ly' and n is a u'ord over V, and
.9 is an element of 1[.
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Instead of writing ((l , a) € P we will write U ---> a. Such a pair is
called a prod,uction. tr\'e will refer to [/ as the left-hand side of the pro-
duction, and to a as its ri,ght-hand, sid,e. The length of o is called the
length of the production. We assume that the number of productions is
r > 0 and that the produotions are numbered in an arbitrary but fixed
order from L to r-

When m ar.d y are two words, we write

n_)A
if there exists a pair of numbers (,;r , B) such that by appl;,,ing the pth
production to the ath character of the word rwe obtain the word g,
i.e. there exist words a, t), L{t, aLd a letter U such that

the length of z is e - l,
IJ ---> a is the pth production of the grammar,
:»:uUwi U:uuut.
We may also write

,r'JUl';y.

ff r and A are rvords, we write

i=>a

if there exists a sequence of \Å,clrds

?1'o>lCLr...rWn

such that

fr :,Lt)0, .A : U)o, wi_1-)Ui (i : 1,...,11).

In other words, there exists a sequence of ordered pairs ofnatural numbers,

such that,

i r-' . l;','i
.1 t. 

-..|-j.å\ 
/r'

Tlre sequence d is cra,lled tlne deriuati,on of y from e,. y is called an
r-deriaat'iue. Thepairs (tt, §,) are called stepsof d,. If x consistsof asingie
character U, t'hen y is a D-pltro,se. §-phrases are called sententi,al, fornts.

We call the elements of the alphabet f turm,i,nal letters or terminal
characters. The elements of -tr/ lvill be refer:red. to as nonterminal letters or
nonterminal characters. A terminal Ll-phrase is a U-phrase rryhich belongs
to W y. A terminal §-phrase is a sentence. TIte nonterminal letters can be
thought, of as syntactical 'r,ariables; if [/ is a nonterminal letter, we could
call the set of all l/-phrases the syntactical categorl- defined by t].
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The set L6 of all sentences defined by the grammar G is called a

contert-fr ee languag e.

we make the following assumptions about all grammars v'hich we are

going to discuss:

s is the only element of v which does not occur in the right-hand side

of any of the productions'
If t/ is a nonterminal character different from §, then there exists a

sentential form containing L|; i.e' there exist 'ivords u and w
suchthat S>uUw.

If tI is a nonterminal character then there exists a terminal L--phrase.

The empty rvord. is not a phrase, i.e. every production has a non-zero

length.

(If G is a gra,mmar defining a non-empty language Lr, then a grammar

G' can be formed by making trivial changes to G, such that' G' has t'he

above properties and defines the same language, excluding onl;r t'he empty

word which may belong to Lr.)

3. The equivalenee of ilerivations

set of those derivations which
For 'i -- 0 \Ye put

. . . arl operator @t whose domain is the
contain at least i +i stePs.

Qod-fl,.

When i > 0 the derivations belonging to the domain of @; have the

form

d,: (q, §r) . . .(or, §r)(or*r, frr*r). . . (,.,, , ij,,) .

We denotethelengthof theproduction f; bl- I, (ri: 1 ....,n).No'ivv'e
have

@id - (*,

where \^re distinguish
1) a) If *i-t I e;

hetr,r'een tlie fcllol.irlg cases:

then

+li- 1 the'n

- 
d[i-.1 __ li --1-- I ; i,_, - \;

&i

&i

b) If &i+r )

both a) and b) rve lta,ve

i, : fi, .-,

fn
i^l

[]i
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2)Tf ar{o,*, (o,*lr-l then

äi : d;; &r*, : di+t ,

i,: o,; F,+,: §;+r .

The operations @; are called transpos,i,tions.
We use the notation

d-å,
if there exists a sequence of transpositions gU) (J: t ,...,M) such that

d:vgv(2)...rt@)d.
The relation - is an equivalence relation; we call the derivations d and
equiaalent. rf d is the derivation of the word y from the word ar then
is also a derivation of y from u and consists of the same productions as

Eaclr equivalence class can be represented by its leftmost derivation:
derivation

(or,§r)...(o",§,)
is called leftrnost if *,_1 1a, fot i:2,...,n.

rf for everv sentence r of the language L6 therc is only one leftmost
derivation of r from § the grammar G is unambiguous. otherwise the
grammar is ambiguous.

4. Abstract trees

Suppose ,E is a given finite nonemptS, set on rvhich a relation -R is
defined with the following properties:

If rRy and yRz trherr rRz.
If. r&y is true tben y&r is not true.
There exists an element e of E such that for any element r of E

different from e the relation eRr is irte.
ff we use xily to denote that either r : A or rRy or yhx then

rRz and. yRz Logelher imply rfry.

The couple (E , R) is called an. abstract tree. The elements of E arc
called the nodes of the tree and e is called the root.If rRy we eall y a
ilescenilant of e:, and * atr ancestor of y. Those nodes which have no
descendants are called leaaes.

A nonempty subset E, of ,&' is a cut set if for each element r of E:

r e E, if and only if there does not exist any element, z of. ,O, such
that rRz or zRr.

*o

u

;iI

d.
r-t
(t;
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So for example the singleton {e} and. the set of the leaves of the tree
are cut sets,

The relation -B gives rise to another relation -E' defined as follows:
x.R'y means that zRy if and only if either z: r or z&r.
lf rR'y we call y a successor of x, arrd r, trhe pred,ecessor of y.
Two abstract, trees (8, , Rr) and (8, , Rr) are isomorTthi,c if there exists

a one-to-one mapping f of E, onlo E, such that for anv two elements

"i' and y of Er,

rRry if and onlv if fr Rrfy .

If 7 is an alphabet and (8, "B) is an abstract tree, and -F' is a given
rnapping of E into Y, then we call the triple (E ,R,X') 

^labeled, 
tree.

If r is a node, then Ir is the label of r.
Two laheled trees (EL, RL , I) and (Ez, Rz , ?z) are isomorphic if

there exists a one-to-one mapping f of E, onto E, such that for any
trvo elements e; and y of Er,

rHry if and only if fx Rrfy ,

I1r : Iry if and only if Irfu - b'rfU .

If we have a tree (E , R) we can (usually in several different ways)
clefine on E a relation Q subject to the following conditions:

lf rQy and. yQz then rQz.
lf rQy is true then yQr is not true.
rfrry is true if and. only if neither rQy nor yQr.

If xQy and. rfr; and. yht then either zQt or 2fr,t.

If. rQy rre say that r is to the left of A, or, equivalently, that y is
to the right of r.

The relation Q defines a unique left-to-right ordering on eyery cut set:
if x {y then either rQy or yQru. A cut set, u,hose elements are ordered
from left to right is an oril,ered, cut set.

The triple (E , R , Q) is an orilereil, tree.

Two ordered trees (Er, Rr, Qr) and (8, , Rr, Qr) are isomorphic if
there exists a one-to-one mapping f of. E, onto E, such that for any two
elements r and y of 81,

'x&ry if and only if fr Rrfy ,

rQry if and only if fx Qrfy .

The property of being isomorphic defines an equivalence relation on the
set, of all ordered trees. The equivalence classes may be represented by so-
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called sequence trees. The sequence tree ')'lL: (Z ,'R,@-) isomorphic to
a given tree M : @ , R ,8) can be constructed as follows.

The elements of the set Z are finite sequences of positive integers.

The root of "'l'11" is the sequence »(1)», the only sequence having only one

component. The mapping / maps the element, e of. E to this sequence:

fe: (t) .

Then we proceecl inductively: If we already have defined a node § of c)ll,

6:(4r,...,4*)

such that, € : f" for some r in E, then

if z is a leaf of M, then § will be a leaf of 'l17,

if the successors of r are Ut,. . . ,y1, whet listed from left to right
then we define

1r: (h,''' ,ctk,'i)
and let

t'X'rj, , fyr: tli , qt@q, if and' onlY if i < i
v'here i,J: L ,...,h.

Thus, if 6 and q are two nodes of the sequence tree then
1) €'Xq if and onlSr if there exist two integers k ald h (h > k) such that

6: (ar,,.,,dt"), T : (et,...,dh,dka1,...,*n)i

2) EQq if and"onlyif thereexistthreeintegers k,h,i (h,i> /r) such

that

€ : (q,,..,dt", 0**r, "', 0),
1l : (NL 1..,1..1",Tk+r r.. .,7) ,

7r"+t 1Y*+, .

If M : (E , R , Q) is an orderecl tree (where "& contains at least tv'o
elements) then (8, , Rr. , Qr) is a subtree of M if

,U, is a proper subset of E,
-8, is the restriction of R to il1 ,

Q, is the restriction of Q Lo Ey,
(Er, R1 , Qr) has a root'.

\['e also say that (8, , Rr, 0.) is the result of prurdng o// those nodes which
are elements of ,U\,Ur.

Let M be a tree, and Er, acutset of. M. Thestumpof M definedby
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.D, is the subtree of XI obtained by pruning off the descendants of all
elements of Er.

The triple M:@,R,8) is called anord,ered,forestif Z is a finite
non-empty set and .B and Q are trvo relations on .E such that all axioms
of an ord.ered tree are fulfilled except the existence of a root.

Abranch, Mt: (Er,Rr,Q) of an ordered. tree M : (E , A, Q) is a
subtree of M such that EL consists of a nod.e x of M and all its
descendants. Mt is d,efi,ned,by r. lf A is a cut set, then each member of
A defines a branch such that the set of branches is an ordered. forest.

A labeled, ord,ered, tree is a quad.ruple (E,R,Q,F) such that

(il , R, 1) is a labeled tree,
(E , R ,Q) is an ordered tree.

If we have a totally ordered set of nodes of such a tree, theu the label of
this set is defined to be the word formed by juxtaposing the lahels of the
elements of the set, in question from left to right in the sense of Q.

5. Derivation trees

Let, a U-phrase a have a derivation from U,

(or,§r)-..(a^,0*).

Then we have a sequence of words over Y,

sllch that

\\re construct a seqnence of labelecl -qequerlce trees

f{o.f[r: . .]I*
rn here

tli: (8, , R; , Q, , F,)

in the followirg \4'ä3r.

First \re form Å'I o:

E,)- f (l)j 
'

fro and Co are er]Ipt \-.

Fo(i) -: r- .

I-or d __ I , . , 1't, IÅ'e proceed as ftlllotys. 'flte t,l'e€r

frf ,-r : @r_r , A;-r , (*i,-r , F',-r)

I1
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is a labeled sequence tree whieh has the lrord rrr_, as the label of the
ordered set of its leaves. The production B; applies to the label of the aith
leaf of ll,_r. Let that leaf be the sequence (f,,..., §r) and its label, ,4.
Let the production f, b" A --> Br. . . Bp Then

\lrhere f,or j

, €p ,,i) ,

Isi: fi' '
The relations -R; and 0i are determined by the requirement that, Mi

be a sequence tree. To have Ii completelv defined we require that if
U e E;r bhen niy : ni-rU.

One immediately sees that if we made valid assumptions about, M,_,
then the corresponding also hold conditions for -41;.

The end result is the tree M,,, which has as the ]abel of the ordered set
of leaves the r.yord c. Mn is the deriaation free eorresponding to the given
derivation.

We observe that if cl and d are tw-o derivations of o from [/ such that,

ä is obtained as the result of applying a transposition to d then d, and, å
have the same derivation tree. Thus, equivalent derivations have the same
derivation tree. On the other hand, if we are given a delivation tree we can
in a unique rvay construct the leftmost derivation corresponding to it. As a
conse quence u-e have the theorem:

Tuo deriaati,ons of a U-plr,ra.oe u from U are equiualent if and only if
they haae the same deri,aat'ion tree.

So if a grammar is unambiguous, there exists only one derivation tree
for the derivation of an arbitrary sentent'ial form r from §.

6. The syntactic analysis

In syntactic analysis we are concerned with the problem of recognizing
the sentential forms of a given grammar and assigning structure to them.
That is, \ye &re given a word r and v'e must find a derivation of r from §,
if there is any.

If rve have a sentential form

§ ---: ft:Uy

such that

then u is called" a

S+:rLi,y, U =>u

ph,rase ,f .s. If u., contains at, least tu'o characters but
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nophraseof s (otherthanitself)oflength ; l, then u isaprimephra'se.
The »bottom-up» method of syntactic analysis works in the following way:
The sentential form is inspected in order to recognize its prime phrases,

and each prime phrase is replaced by the nonterminal character from which
it was derived. Then we have a new word. which is treated in the same wa,y

as the given word. X'inally u'e arrive at a one-letter word.
The problem arising here is that the word to be analyzed may contain a

sequence of characters that could have been derived from a nonterminal
character but which is not, a phrase of the sentential form. That is, we have
a partitioning of s into three sub-words

s:abc
such that there is a nonterminal character B so that

B>b
but

Sl>aBc.
Thus we may have to trv a great number of partitionings in order to find

a derivation of s from §. In any case, the number is finite for any fixed s.

A question of major importance in corurection with languages and
grammars is how to exploit the particular properties of a given grammar or
a given class of gramma,rs to cut dorrn the number of steps needed in the
syntactic analysis of the sentential forms of the grammar. If the bottom-up
method of analysis is usecl, the approach is to find some easily-checked
properties of the sub-rvords a and c lr-hich can be used as criteria by means
of which we can tell u,hether the sub-rvord Ö of the word abc is a prime
phrase of a sentential form or not, rvhen t'here is a derivation B => b.

I[. Operator/operand grammars

1. Definition

A grammar G: (l' ,T , P, S) is an operatorfoperan'd' granxnxar if the
alphabet V can be partitioned into tv'o classes R and D such that

1) RnD-o, RUD:Y
2) all productions take either the form

a) A-->B

where ..4 and B are two characters belonging to the same class,

or the form

13
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b) A ---> a

where n is a word which contains at least one character from each
class.

Until now the classes are interchangeable. We break the symmetry by
fixing the classes so that § is a rnember of D. We call the elements of -E
operators, and the members of D, operands.

We also call an operator/operand. grammar an RID grarwnqt.
Later we will make use of a further restriction:
If p is a nonterminal operator such that,

g'--> r'L't'Y'

Ur---> rrUrY,

Up-1 '--> rngyo

"rvhere for each i, r; and yi are r,vords in Wp., and each LI; € -l\-, then at
least one of the U-characters is an operand.

This is a restriction on the kind of recursiveness that is allowed for the
operators. As an example, the grammar

B -> E h --.> ht*
E->t
E-->ht R:{+,h}
h-->t{ ,:{B,E,t)

does not fulfil this requirement whereas the grammar

s-->E R:{+,h\
E-->t ,: {B ,D ,t)
E --->ht

h --> El
d"oes. (It is obvious that both grammars are unambiguous and generate the
same language.)

2. The operator/operand structure tree

In what, follows we shall make use of the concept of a compound, operator,
So we give here the definition:

Let there be given an IiiD grammar G. \4/e consider the set of all
derivations of the form

A--->rr-r...->rn (z > 1)
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where .4 is an operandand (in c&se zr,; 1) for i' : 2, "' )n,

*,.'rJ44*,
with the left hand. sid.e of p; an operalor; r^ contains only operands and

terminal operators. In the grammar there are only a finite number of

d.erivations of this kind. because of our restriction on the recursiveness of

operators. Thus we may introd.uce an auxiliary alphabet 7", disjoint frorn

Z-, srr"h that the characters of V" are in one-to-one correspond'ence'with

these d.erivations. These characters are called compound operators'

No\,v we are able to discuss the particular kind of structure of the

sentences of an R/D language: all phrases of length > I are operator/

operand combinations. This structure can be represent'ed by means of a
labeled. tree which can be constructed., given the derivation tree of the

seutence.
Let s be a sentence of a language generated by an operatorioperand.

grammar G. Let M be the derivation tree of s'

If r is a nod'e labeled. by an operand. we proceed as follows:

If r has only a single successor we delete r'
If r has several successors .lye consider the branch -i11, defined by *.

There exists at least one cut set of this branch such that' the labels of the

elements of the cut, set, are either operands or terminal operators. we select,

the minimal stump of M* defined b)'such a cut set' A compound operator

is associated. with this stump. we prune off from this stump all nodes

labeled. by operators. Then we use the compound operator in question as

the label of the node r.
we apply this proced.ure repetitively, starting rvith the root of lI and.

working ioward* the leaves. The end result is a tree having terminal operands

as the labels of the leaves and. compound operators as the labels of the ot'her

nod.es.

The sequence tree isomorphic to this tree, u-ith the same labellilig of the

corresponding nodes, is the Rf D structure tree of the sentence s.

The R/D structure tree is uniquely determined by the derivation tree of

the sentence. The d"erivation tree in turn can be uniquely constructed from

the R/D structure tree if the grammar does not contain such obvious

ambiguities as

A->Btn...--->C
A-->Bzn...->O

or

A->...->

which are impossible to reconstruct

(A,Br,Br.C€1')

A (A € V)

once the above proced.ure is applied.
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3. Postfix antl prefix grammars

An R/D grammar is a posffir granxrnar if all productions of length > I
take the form

A---> ör. . .drQ (k > 1)

where the ö's are operands and q is an operator.
The sentences of a postfix language are formed by listing the labels of

the nodes of the Il,/D structure tree in the following order:
lve start with the leftmost leaf. As soon as the label of a node has been

listed, we prune off the node. rf the resulting tree is not empty we appl-v
the same procedure to it.

An R/D grammar is a prefi,r granxmar if all prod.uctions of length > 1

take the form

A ---> g\. . . ö1" (k > 1)

where the ö's are operands and g is an operator.
The sentences of a prefix language are formed by risting the labels of

the nodes of the R/D structure tree in the following order:
we start with the root. As soon as the label of a node has been listed,

'!!-e prune off the node. rf the resulting ordered forest is not empty we apply
the same procedure to its leftmost, tree.

'ro be accurate we should have distinguished between compound
operators, which are labels of the nodes of the R/D structure tree, and the
operators ofthe prefix or postfix language itself. In this case, holvever, there
is no danger of confusion, because the set of compound. operators is in a
natural correspondence (possibly many-to-one) with the set of the terminal
operators of the grammar.

rf a postfix or prefix grammar is unambiguous we can construct arr
unambiguous grammar of the same type, generating the same language,
such that

all operators are terminal characters, and
all operands in productions of length ; I are nonterminal characters.

Moreover, the R/D structure tree of each sentence remains ilre same in this
modified grammar as in the original one.

Thus rve are allou,ed. to assume that a postfix or prefix grammar arways
meets these two conditions.

4. Preeedence grammars

Let G : (V, T, P,§) be an R/D grammar. We define onthe operator
alphabet J? the following four relations.

1) If there exist a production
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A -> rBy grz

and a derivatiolr

B + LLQLa

such that

u,ye.lYo, Q7,QzeR, r,u,z€Wy
then

Qr') Qz.

If g, € Å- and. there exists and operator p, such that g, > q, then the
definition is extended so that also

Qr') 8s.

2) If there exist a production

A -> rpryBz

and a derivation

B => u,pru

such that

u,uell-o. Qr,QzeR, tr,u,zeWy
then

Qr {'02 .

If p, € -ly' and there exists an operator g, such that g, = q, then the
definition is extended so that also

Qs ('0a .

3) If there exists a production

A --> rgrygrz

such that

UeWo, Qr,QzeR. fr,zel|'n
then

%LQz.
If gr -:- p, and g, and Q4 are two operators such that the conditions

either gr : Qr or Qr > Qe, and

either Qz : Qa or Qz > Qt
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hold, then the definition is extended so that

Qa i Qr.

4) If there exist a production

A ---> rByCz

and two derivations

B ,:- tpru , C =- aQzlt)

such that
frrtr'r.orzeWy, 7Lr!,ueWp,

and. both lgrz and uprw are of length ) 2, then

gr I Qz'

These four relations are called preced,ence relati,ons. If for any ordered
pair of operators Qr, Qz et most, one of the relations I) - 3) holds and.if in
addition the relations 3) and 4) are mutually exclusive, then the gramma,r

G is called a preced,ence granlm,cw.

If in any sentential form of a precedence gramma,r G an operatot p,

carl occur as the nearest operator to the right of another operator g, then
at least one of the precedence relat'ions must, holcl betrreen the ordered pair
of operators Qr , Qz. If, in particular, p, -- g, then in all sentential forms of
the type

aPrbPrc

.rr'here

a,c€Wy, belVD,

g, belongs to a phrase p of length > I if and. only if p, belongs to p.
In the syntactic analysis, it is far,-ourable to have »end-markers» on the

word to be anal).zed. So, if we have a gralurra,r

G:(Ir,r,P,B) (Är:7\7)
we introd.uce a new grammar

G' : (1r,, P,, T" S') (1r"' : 
'"\?')such that

N' : Ä'U {§'} (S'e f)
T':TU{t-,i} (t,-,eV)
P':PU{§'->',-^S-l}

The two new terminal characters l- and i a,re called enil-markers; they
are nsed only to enclose each sentential form of G'.

Ann. Acacl. Sci. F'ennicar
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If G is an R/D grammar, so is G'. ft is convenient to regard the end-
markers as operators. If G is a precedence grammar then so is G': the
relation

F-:-l
holds between the end-markers; if an operator g, ca[ occur as the ]eftmost
operator in a sentential form of G then

F (. 8r;

if an operator g, c&n occur as the rightmost operator in a sentential form
of G then

Qz .) i.
These are the only possible precedence relations between the end-markers
and other operators.

The grammar G' is a precedence grq,tnmar lDith end,-markers. Every
sentential form of G' contains at, Ieast three characters.

5. An example

As an example of a precedence grammar \4'e present the following
distorted way of lrriting Boolean expressions (rrithout negation) in a single
variable ).:

S->E I_>)ID {t-.. I'CP
E->I D->C P'-i
E->IE--' D-->CD, P-,(E)
I --->D C --->P

A:i:,1,,r,'.,,(.)i
D:{S,E,I,D,C,P,1,J

By testing all possibilities we obtain the following table of precedence
relations, rvhere the left-hand operator determines the rorv and the right-
hand operator the column.

-:f()
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As an example of a sentence in this gra,mmar we give the ll'ord

>=>),)J"v ).).v il,:

6. The syntactic analysis of preceilence languages

In this section rve discuss special classes of preced.ence grammars ful-
filling additional cond.itions under which the syntactic analysis can be
performed by taking advantage of the precedence relations.

The syntactic analysis of precedence languages can be based on 1,he

following fact:
If s is a sentential form of length 2 3, then I c&1I be represented in

t'he form

§ - fraQttrtQttrz

r,vhere

"t:a 
tfrr'*"*7,n.'. 

. ,fr';rYo' 
Qr'e R 

'

so that

Qr 8z -:- . . . -'- Qr-r

(this sequence of relations is empty if k - 2) and

Qo * Qr go ')[' Qr

Q*-t + Qt Qn-, 'l(' Qt '

Thus s carl

by putting

also he representecL in the form

,*§ - fraQoAtUZnQnfrn+t

.tlt : 'UtZt , ffk : Unzn

'tt : ztQtlrz. . . tr*_rQt"_tUn

in such a way that u is a prime phrase.
When we make use of this fact in the syntactic analysis we sc&n through

the word to be analyzed and fix our primary attention to the pairs of
consecutive operators. In this way we can find. at, least one prime phrase in
each scan. The resulting algorithm may imply several scans through the
sentential form before the analysis is completed. Also, we &re not always
able to replace a prime phrase by the nonterminal character in question as

soon as 'w-e encounter it v-hen scanning through the word from left to right,
say. The main cause for this phenomenon is that a red.ucible phrase may
occur in a context where the next operator to the right of it, has »higher»
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precedence than the rightmost operator in the phrase. Secondly, there
may exist several different productions u,ith identical patterns of operators
(but possibly differing patterns of operands) in the right-hand sides. Even
in the case of exactly idenl,ical right-hand sides we may still have the minor
difficulty of decid.ing to which nonterminal character the phrase should be
reduced.

Here we have a not entirely uninteresting class of languages which are
rrot necessarily analyzable by means of a left-to-right or right-to-left
algorithm or an algorithm working from both end"s toward the middle. Yet
it is not difficult to formulate conditions v'hich are sufficient to ensure the
unambiguousness of the language. (Cf. Knuth [6], p.611.) The grammar
of the preceding section may serrre as a simple example.

A couple of special cases deserve mentioning. I'irst, if each operator of
a precedence grammar occurs in the right-hand side of onl;r qnr production,
the condition formulated at the begiruring of t'his section is met. Secondly,
prefix and postfix gramma,rs also belong to this categorv; here the syntactic
analysis is trivial, because the sentence can be regarded as its own structural
description.

An interesting class of grammars results from the further requirement,
that no production contain two adjacent operands in its right-hand side.
Because of the restriction on the recursiveness of nonterminal operators,
there is a limit to the number of adjacent operands in the sentential forms.
Thus, if, during a scan througli the sentential form, u,e encounter a sequence
of characters that might be a prime phrase, 14'e c&n test this possibility by
inspecting a fixed number of characters to the Ieft and to the right of the
sequence. The grammar is thus a bounded-context gra,mmar. (Cf. X'loyd

t5l.)
Finally, we add the follou'iug requirement to the previous ones:
If the left-hand side of a production is an opeLator, t'lien the right-hand

side may neither begin nor end. with an operand.
In this special case no sentential form cau contain t'ivo adjacent operands.

The gramm&r can be transformed by straightfonvard expansion so that the
resulting grammar does not contain anv nontelminal operators and. fulfils
the above condition. For the transformed grammar rrye have a theory
virtually identical to that of R. W. Flo,vd fal.

The question of whether a given R/D grammar is a precedence gra,mma,r

or not can be answered by means of a mechanical procedure that determines
all ordered pairs of operators which c&n occur in phrases of the gramm&r,
separated only by a (possibly empty) string of operands. The special

properties of precedence grammars discussed in this section can also bo

mechanically tested.

2L
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7. Algol 60 as an operator/operanil language

In the Algol 60 syntax [8] there are a feu'prod.uctions which do not fit
into the framework of R/D gramma,rs. If we want, to treat this language

&s an operator/operand language we must
1) leave some of the productions out of consideration; in the sSmtactic

analysis .we correspondingly need some preliminary processing before

the analysis proper,
2) make some minor revisions to the grammar which do not have any

effect on the language itself.
To the first category belong the procluctions defining

(identifier)
(unsigned number)

(open string)
(letter string)

and the nonterminals needed in introducing them. So we regard all
identifiers, unsigned numbers, and strings as terminal characters and let,

the preliminary processing take care of their actual representations. Thus
we also do not have any use for (letter)s, (digit)s, decimal point, or the
character ,0. The space character can also be discarded because it can only
have significance in strings. The comments can also be eliminated in the
preliminary processing.

As for the second category, we take first the syntax for assignment

statements. The productions defining (left part), (left part list), and
(assignment statement) are replaced by the following three productions

(destination) ::: (variable) i (procedure identifier)
(left hand side)::: (destination) l(left hand side):: (destination)
(assignment statement)::: (left hand side);: (arithmetic expression) l

(left hand. side) :: (Boolean expression)

Our specifications do not allow the nonterminal character (empty).
Thus we must, at the cost, of compactness, rewrite the productions for
(function designator), (procedure statement), and (procedure head-ing).

(funotiou designator) ;;: (procedure identifier) |

(proced"ure identifier) ( (actual
<.procedure statemetlt) ,,- (proceclure identifier2 

I

(procedure id.entifier) ( lactual

pararneter list) )

parameter list) )

(tieadi*g 1) ::- (procedure identifier)
<. headirrg 2) :: - (procedure identifier) ( (formal paralneter list) )

, heaeli*g 3> :: - (heacli*g 2> i (headi*g 2) ; (r'alue Irart)
.ilrearling 1) :: - (heading 3> i (heading 3> ; (specification llart>
,"trirocedure head.ing) ::-- (heading 1) i ,lheadi*g 4>
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In the syntax for procedure declarations we make the following further
modifications:

(value part)::: value (identifier list)
(specifier)::: string l(type) larray llabel lswitch lproceilure
(specification) ::: (specifier) (identifier list) 

|

(type) arraY (identifier list) 
|

(type) procedure (identifier list)
(specification part) ::: (specification) 

|

(specification part) ; (specification)
(procedure declaration) :::

procetlure (procedure heading); (procedure body) |

(type) proceilure (procedure heading); (procedure body)

If we regard the character own a,s an operand, we need not change the
syntax for (type declaration) or (array declaration). If own is regarded
as an operator, we will have the following productions

(type declaration);;: (type) (identifier list) 
|

own (type) (identifier list)
(array declaration)::: array (array list) | (type) array (array list) 

|

own array (array list) | own (type) array (array list)

By these changes we have merely converted the Algol 60 grammar into
an R/D grammar. The resulting grammar, however, is not a precedence
grammar. The main sorlrce of conflicting precedence relations is careless use

of the semicolon, both in the above changes and in the productions rvhich
'we have left untouched. In [4], R. \1r. Floyd avoids this difficulty b5,

relaxing the requirement that there should be only a finite number of
productions in the gramma,r. His approach also gives more meaningful
parsings of the phrases, from the semantic point of view, than the original
Algol 60 syntax.

The grammars for several languages in use can be fitted to the model
of operator/operand. grammals by using methods sirnilar to those indicated
above. There may, hov-ever, be instances where this is not, possible. But
one can incorporate into the algorithm for syntactic analysis, a special
d.evice for the exceptional cases. tr'or example, lr,e could rnodify the grammar
to include some »null operators» or »null operands» u,hich do not occur in
the sentences but can be added. in the course of a prelimi11s,1lz processing.
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III. The translation problem

1. The concept o[ translation

Let there be given two languages I, and L, both containing infinitely
many sentences. Then there exist infinitely many one-to-one mappings from
L, onto Zr. Under u,'hat conditions is it adequate to call such a mapping a

translati,on2.

The basic requirement, is, of course, that the meaning of the translated
sentence be the same as the meaning of the original sentence. So we have
the problem of d.efining the meanings of sentences. This is a very profound
question, even in the case of computer programming languages, and. it is
not our purpose to discuss it, here to a great extent. Basically any attempt
to give a formal definition of the meaning of the sentences of a language
is an only attempt to push the problem to some other branch of knowledge
where the semantics is assumed to be better und.erstood (though not
necessarily formally defined).

In order to be able to treat this question by the methods of the formal
theory of languages, we must assume that the grammar of a given language
has been constructed with primary emphasis on the semantics. This assump-
tion is a nontrivial one, because a language, if regarded as a mere set of
sequences of characters, can be generated by infinitely many grammars. In
fact, the only virtue of a grammar from a practical point of view is that
being able to perform the syntactic analysis of a given sentence helps us

understand. the meaning of the sentence and, conversely, gir.en the meaning,
the grammar tells us how to express it. Thus ever)'grammatical category
must have a semantic function.

So our approach to the problem is that in addition to the languages Zt
and, L, having the same uniuerse of d,iscourse we introduce a third formal
system H by me&ns of which we can express exactly the same things as by
meansofthelanguages L, and, Lr. The system ä need.notbealanguage
in the same sense as L, arrd L, (e.g. a context-free language). Instead we
assume that H in some sense more directly represents the meaning of the
sentences l}rarr L, arrd L*

Now, if the grammatical categories of L1, &s well as those of Lr, have
their counterparts in fl the order of magnitud.e of the problem is reduced.

so as to give us some hope of success in the attempt to handle it by formal
methods.

In the foregoing we have discussed the translation from the whole
language L, onto the whole language Lz. It would be more general to
consider a mapping from a subset of Z, onto some subset of Lr. We must,
however, in some rvay restrict the choice of these subsets from the non-
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denumerable collection of all subsets of the languages L, and Zr. It is
intuitively clear that the subsets should be context-free languages. Then
we may restrict our discussion to those sub-la,nguages and disregard the
original languages.

2. The translation of R/D languages

fn the case of RiD grammars we formalize the »meaning» of the language
by means of the R1D structure tree. thus v,e regard the meaning of the
compound operators and the terminal operands as something which requires
no further explanation.

Let G, and G, be two R/D grammars. In both grammars every sentence
has its own RiD structure tree. W'e assume that the grammars are un-
ambiguous so that the tree is uniquely determined by the sentence. We
denote the set of the structure trees of all phrases of the gramnls,r. Gr. by
M(Gr) and that of the gramma,r G, by M(Gr).

The mapping

f : M (Gr) ---> ll,{ (Gz)

is a tra,nsls.,t'ion if
1) f is bijectiye ,

2) the (unorclered) labelecL tree
rvhenever X e Å{({}r)"

fX is isomorphic to the labeled tree X

These two conditions imply that / maps the labels of the nodes of the
trees belonging to M(Gr) onto the labels of the nodes of the trees belonging
to M(Gr) in such a way that

l) the mapping from the set of terminal operands of G, onto the set of
terminal operands of G, is biiective,

2) the mapping from the set of compound operators of G, orrto the set
of compound operators of G, is bijective,

3) to each compound operator there corresponds a unique permutation
which determines how the mapping / changes the ord"er of the branches
defined. by the successors of a node labeled by the compound operator in
question.

Now if / is a translation from M(Gr) onto M(Gr), it induces a mapping
from the language L(G) generated by GL onto the language L(Gr)
generated by Gz. We call this mapping a translati,on from L(Gr) onto
L(Gr). We may denote this translation h;r the same letter / because there
is no danger of confusion.
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3. The prefix anil postfix grammars assoeiated with an R/D grammar

Earlier (Ch. II, Sect. 3) we mentioned the method of forming a

sentence in a prefix or postfix language by startin.g from the R/D structure
tree of the sentence. Thus \t-e carl construct for any unambiguous R/D
grammar, a postfix and a prefix grammar in such a \4-ali that the R/D
structure trees of corresponding sentences in the three grammars are iso-

morphic as ord,ered,labeled. trees. We have here complete freed.om in choosing

the characters forming the terminal and nonterminal alphabets of the
prefix and. postfix gra,mmars. Apart from this fact,, the prefix and. postfix
grammars are uniquely determined by the original R/D grammar and the
partitioning of its alphabet into operators and' operands. (There may be

some degree of freed.om in this partitioning and the decisions are best done

on semantic grounds. If the semantics do not favor either class, it may be

better from the point ofview oftranslatability to classify a neutral character

as an operator.)
The process of construct'ing the prefix and postfix grammals associated

with a given R/D gramma,r can be mechanized. To find out, vhether or not
a given gramma,r is an R/D gramma,r $re c&n exa,mine all partitionings of the

total alphabet into tv,o d.isjoint classes: the procedure can easily be refined

to exclude most, of the impossible partitionings so that it becomes feasible

in practice. B;r inspecting first all productions of length I and 2, we can form
»clusters» of characters /r,. .., Ar,8r,..., Bi such thatall .4-characters

belong to one class and all B-characters belong to its complement. After
that, v-e can iteratively scan the longer procluctions and possibly combine

some of the clusters into bigger ones. If the partitioning is not uniquely
d.etermined by this process we c&n include additional constraints based on

semantic grounds, and then reiterate the process. The next step is to take

an inventory of the compound opelators. After that the productions are

transformed one by one to prefix or postfix form. Derivations having a
nonterminal operator as the left-hand side are ignored in this last phase,

because they have been accounted for lty the compound operat,ors.

4. Translation from an R/D language into the associated prefix or postfix

language anal vice versa

The prefix or postfix language associated v'ith a given R/D language oan

be regarded &s a collvenient way of representing the Il/D structure trees of
the sentences of the given language. Thus it is relativelv easy to modify
an algorithm for s;mtactic analysis of an RiD language to turn it, into an

algorithm for translation from the given language into the associated prefix
or postfix language. It is somev-hat simpler to generate the prefix repre-

sentation of the R/D structure tree from right to left, and the post'fix
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representation from left to right, because the t'ree will otherwise split into
a forest in the course of the generation process (Cf. Section II.3).

There &re no particular difficulties in t'he translation into a given R/D
language from the corresponding prefix or postfix language, because the
phrases are easily recognized and transformed into their target language
representations.

In the foregoing we never made mention of the use of parentheses and
punctuation marks occurring in higher level programming languages. If
their special nature is ignored, they must be treated just like the other
operators. Thus for example the expression written in the usual arithmetic
notation as

$+f(h.k.t)-ylz
will, according to our formal theory, have the postfix representation

wfhk,l,ep+azl-
(ap is a special operator denoting functional applicat'ion). The comma is
here understood. to be an operator which operates on a para,meter list and
a parameter to combine them into a new para,meter list. - If the special
nature of parentheses and punctuation malks is taken into account,, there
must be a special device for them in the translation algorithm. - Related

topics have been discussecl, for example, by Land.in [7] and i"fif. 1S1.

Let us finally take a quick look at the concept' of translation as defined
in Section III.2. We c&n now reduce the problem of translatability between
two R/D languages to the problem of translatability betu,een their associated
prefix (or postfix) languages. The definition of translation given in Section
III.2 allows only the permutation of operands and the transliteration of
characters as permissible translations between the prefix (or postfix)
languages.

§ummary and comments

This paper is a theoretical stucly of a special elass of context-free
grammars, characterized. by the propertv thrrt, all phrases of length 2 I
are operator/operand combinations. \Ve call such grammars operator/
operand. (or R/D) grammars. The languages gen"erated b.v such grammars
are called operatorioperand (or R/D) Ianguages. These languages are
interesting because most' programming iauguages currently in use are B,/D
languages or nearly R/D languages, insofar a.q the context-free properties
are concerned.
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In Chapter I we have striven toward as accurate definitions as possible"
In the definition of a tree we have included finiteness because v'e have use

only for finite trees. A more general approach would be to postulate the
relation between predecessor and successor, instead ofthat between ancestot
and. descend.ant. We also give a formal d"efinition of the equivalence of two
derivations, and prove that this definition agrees with the conventional
one, which is based on derivation trees. In the last section we discuss the
bottom-up method of syntactic analysis. The reason wiiy we restrict ourselves
to this method. is that it enables us to profit most from tire operator/operand-
property of the grarnmar.

In Chapter II 'lr'e discuss the syntactic properties of operator/operand
languages. We have tried to keep as close as possitrle to the intuitive notion
of operators and operands. The idea of subdividing the alphabet into
operators and operands was present in many of the early papers on pro-
gramming lauguages and their translation; cf. for example the article of
Bauer and Samelson l1]. Colmerauer [2] explicitly uses the terms »operator»

and. »operand» and applies the theory of context-free languages; horrer-el,
his definition of these terms differs from ours because of different, goals.

\\re have put, more emphasis on the semantic interpretability than on the
efficiency of syntactic analysis. Also the d.iscussion about Algol 60 as an
RiD language is intencled. to be just an example - in this oa,se our method
d-oes not result in an algorithm for syntactic anal-v*sis essentially different
from that of Floyd [a]"

In Chapter III we girre the rules for transforming a given R/D language
into »Polish notation». The discussion about the translation frorn one RID
language into another RiD language is based. on the idea of R/D structure
trees, which reflect the operator/operand structure of the phrases of the
R/D grammars. We have felt, that the question about translation betv-een
two context-free languages is too general for a formal treatment, but the
R/D languages constitute an interesting subclass of languages li'hich is more
amenable to such treatment.

Computing Centre,
Ilniversity of Helsinki,
X'inland
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